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As part of the Office of Inspector General's self-initiated audit work, we are alerting you 
to the issuance within 5 business days of our final audit report on the reasonableness of 
Florida pension charges to the Federal Government for State agency employees. Copies 
of the report are attached. This audit was undertaken to ascertain whether Florida 
complied with Federal cost principles designed to ensure that Federal awards bear their 
fair share of cost. Our audit covered the operation of the Florida Retirement System for 
the period July 1, 1999, through June 30,2002. 

Our audit was designed to assess whether Florida appropriately charged the Federal 
Government for the pension expenses of State agency employees. Specifically, our audit 
objectives were to determine whether: (1) funds, once designated as contributions to the 
Florida Retirement System, were used to pay pension expenses; and (2) retirement 
system contribution rates were reasonable based on actuarial projections. 

With regard to our first objective, we found that Florida used funds designated as 
retirement contributions during the 3 years ended June 30,2002, solely to pay pension- 
related expenses. With regard to our second objective, we found that these contributions 
were in excess of the amounts reasonable and necessary to fully fund benefit obligations. 
Florida has maintained a surplus relating to State-agency contributions totaling about $3 
billion ($267 million Federal share). 

Florida attributes the surplus primarily to exceptional investment performance and has 
taken steps to reduce the surplus. However, the rate stabilization mechanism established 
by Florida's State legislature prevents the entire surplus from being available for 
contribution rate reductions or benefit enhancements. We believe the long-term 
continuation of this surplus continues to violate the Federal cost principle contained in 
Section C.1 .a. of Office of Management and Budget Circular A-87, Attachment A that 
requires costs: "Be necessary and reasonable for proper and efficient performance and 
administration of Federal awards." 

We recommended that Florida reduce contribution rates to a level necessary to fully fund 
pension expenses over the long term, including amending as necessary its "rate 
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stabilization mechanism” contained in Florida Statute, section 121.031(3)(f).  As an 
alternative, Florida may repay $267,138,120 to the Federal Government.  If the State 
repays this amount, it will also need to identify and pay the Federal share of excess 
contributions for participating employers who were not one of the 53 State agencies we 
reviewed (among others, this would include district school boards, community colleges, 
and cities). 

State officials generally disagreed with our findings and recommendations in the draft 
report. At the State’s request we reviewed and agreed to use appropriations data in 
calculating the Federal share of surplus contributions to the Florida Retirement System.  
With regard to Florida’s position on the reasonableness of the rate stabilization 
mechanism in reducing the volatility of changes in contribution rates, we do not believe 
that a mechanism that retains surpluses within the retirement system for future years can 
be reconciled with the requirements of A-87.  A detailed discussion of Florida’s 
comments and our rebuttal is included in the report. 

If you have any questions or comments on any aspect of this report please do not hesitate 
to call Donald L. Dille, Assistant Inspector General for Grants and Internal Activities, at 
(202) 619-1175 or through e-mail at ddille@oig.hhs.gov. To facilitate identification, 
please refer to report number A-04-02-00012 in all correspondence. 

Attachment 
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Atlanta, Georgia 30303-8909 

Report Number: A-04-02-00012 

Mr. Bill Simon, Secretary 
Florida Department of Management Services 
4050 Esplanade Way, Suite 250 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0950 

Dear Mr. Simon: 

Enclosed are two copies of a United States Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), 
Office of Inspector General's (OIG) final report entitled, "Audit of the Reasonableness of 
Florida Pension Charges to the Federal Government for State Agency Employees." A copy 
of this report will be forwarded to the action official noted on page 2 of thls letter for his 
review and any action deemed necessary. 

Our audit was designed to assess whether Florida appropriately charged the Federal 
Government for the pension expenses of State agency employees. Specifically, our audit 
objectives were to determine whether: (1) funds, once designated as contributions to the 
Florida Retirement System, were used to pay pension expenses; and (2) retirement system 
contribution rates were reasonable based on actuarial projections. 

With regard to our first objective, we found that Florida used funds designated as retirement 
contributions during the 3 years ended June 30,2002, solely to pay pension-related expenses. 
With regard to our second objective, we found that these contributions were in excess of the 
amounts reasonable and necessary to fully fund benefits. Florida has maintained a surplus 
relating to State-agency contributions totaling about $3 billion ($267 million Federal share). 

Florida attributes the surplus primarily to exceptional investment performance and has taken 
several steps to reduce the surplus. However, the rate stabilization mechanism established by 
Florida's State legislature prevents the entire surplus from being available for contribution rate 
reductions or benefit enhancements. We believe the long-term continuation of this surplus 
continues to violate the Federal cost principle contained in Section C. 1 .a. of Office of 
Management and Budget Circular A-87, Attachment A that requires costs: "Be necessary and 
reasonable for proper and efficient performance and administration of Federal awards.'' 

We recommend that Florida reduce contribution rates to a level necessary to fully fund 
pension expenses over the long term, including amending as necessary its "rate stabilization 
mechanism" contained in Florida Statute, section 12 1.03 1(3)(f). As an alternative, Florida 
may repay $267,138,120 to the Federal Government. If the State repays this amount, it will 
also need to identify and pay the Federal share of excess contributions for participating 
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employers who were not one of the 53 State agencies we reviewed (among others, this would 
include district school boards, community colleges, and cities). 

Final determinations as to actions taken on all matters reported will be made by the HHS 
action official named below.  We request that you respond to the HHS action official within 
30 days from the date of this letter.  Your response should present any comments or additional 
information that you believe may have a bearing on the final determination. 

In accordance with the principles of the Freedom of Information Act (Public Law 90-23), 
OIG reports issued to the Department's grantees and contractors are made available, if 
requested, to members of the press and general public to the extent information contained 
therein is not subject to exemptions in the Act which the Department chooses to exercise. 
(See 45 Code of Federal Regulations Part 5.) 

To facilitate identification, please refer to report number A-04-02-00012 in all 
correspondence relating to this report. 

Sincerely, 

Charles J. Curtis 
Regional Inspector General 
for Audit Services, Region IV 

Enclosures - as stated 

Direct Reply to HHS Action Official: 

Mr. William Logan 
Director, Mid-Atlantic Office 
Division of Cost Allocation 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
Wilbur Cohen Building, Room 1067 
330 Independence Ave. S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20201 
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Notices 


THIS REPORT IS AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC 
at http://oig.hhs.gov 

In accordance with the principles of the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552, 
as amended by Public Law 104-231), Office of Inspector General, Office of Audit 
Services reports are made available to members of the public to the extent the 
information is not subject to exemptions in the act. (See 45 CFR Part 5.) 

OAS FINDINGS AND OPINIONS 

The designation of financial or management practices as questionable or a 
recommendation for the disallowance of costs incurred or claimed, as well as other 
conclusions and recommendations in this report, represent the findings and opinions 
of the HHS/OIG/OAS. Authorized officials of the HHS divisions will make final 
determination on these matters. 
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Report Number: A-04-02-00012 

Mr. Bill Simon, Secretary 
Florida Department of Management Services 
4050 Esplanade Way, Suite 250 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0950 

Dear Mr. Simon: 

This final report provides the results of our "Audit of the Reasonableness of Florida Pension 
Charges to the Federal Government for State Agency Employees." 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

OBJECTIVES 

Our audit was designed to assess whether Florida appropriately charged the Federal Government 
for the pension expenses of State agency employees. Specifically, our audit objectives were to 
determine whether: (1) funds, once designated as contributions to the Florida Retirement 
System, were used to pay pension expenses; and (2) retirement system contribution rates were 
reasonable based on actuarial projections. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

With regard to our first objective, we found that Florida used funds designated as retirement 
contributions during the 3 years ended June 30,2002, solely to pay pension-related expenses. 
With regard to our second objective, we found that these contributions were in excess of the 
amounts reasonable and necessary to fully fund benefits. Florida has maintained a surplus 
relating to State-agency contributions totaling about $3 billion ($267 million Federal share). 

Florida attributes the surplus primarily to exceptional investment performance and has taken 
steps to reduce the surplus. However, the rate stabilization mechanism established by Florida's 
State legislature prevents the entire surplus from being available for contribution rate reductions 
or benefit enhancements. We believe the long-term continuation of this surplus ~ontinues to 
violate the Federal cost principle contained in Section C.1.a. of Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB) Circular A-87, Attachment A that requires costs: "Be necessary and reasonable 
for proper and efficient performance and administration of Federal awards." 
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RECOMMENDATION 

We recommend that Florida reduce contribution rates to a level necessary to fully fund pension 
expenses over the long term, including amending as necessary its “rate stabilization mechanism” 
contained in Florida Statute, section 121.031(3)(f).  As an alternative, Florida may repay 
$267,138,120 to the Federal Government.  If the State repays this amount, it will also need to 
identify and pay the Federal share of excess contributions for participating employers who were 
not one of the 53 State agencies we reviewed (among others, this would include district school 
boards, community colleges, and cities). 

In written comments to the draft report, Florida officials generally disagreed with our findings 
and recommendations. Florida’s written comments and the Office of Inspector General’s (OIG) 
response to these comments are summarized after the RECOMMENDATIONS section of this 
report. The complete text of Florida’s comments is included in Appendix A. 

INTRODUCTION 

BACKGROUND 

Federal Participation in Public Employee Retirement Systems 

The Federal Government participates in and makes contributions to States’ public employee 
retirement systems through Statewide Cost Allocation Plans, which are submitted annually by 
States and approved by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Division of Cost 
Allocation. 

Both employees and their employing agencies may contribute to public employee retirement 
systems.  The basis for these contributions can either be computed using a pay-as-you-go method 
or an acceptable actuarial cost method in accordance with established written policies of the 
governmental unit.  Pension costs charged to Federal programs are subject to cost principles 
contained in Federal regulations.  For State and local governments, the cost principles governing 
allowable costs to Federal programs are set forth in OMB Circular A-87. The current reporting 
and funding requirements for public employees retirement systems are set forth in Governmental 
Accounting Standards Board Statements 25 and 27. 

Florida Retirement System 

Title X, Chapter 121 of the Florida code governs the Florida Retirement System.  This retirement 
system was created December 1, 1970, with the combination of the Teachers’ Retirement 
System, the State and County Officers and Employees’ Retirement System, and the Highway 
Patrol Pension Fund. In 1972, the Judicial Retirement System was also consolidated with the 
Florida Retirement System.  The retirement system was created to provide a defined benefit 
retirement, disability, and survivor benefit program for participating public employees. 
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Membership is compulsory for all full-time and part-time employees working in a regularly 
established position for a State agency, county government, district school board, State 
university, community college, or participating city or special district.  Elected officials may 
elect not to participate in the system. 

The Florida Retirement System currently allows various classes of membership with various 
contribution percentages and benefit levels.  Specifically, the retirement system now contains 
membership classes of:  Regular, Special Risk, Special Risk Administrative Support, Elected 
Officers (subcategories for judges, certain elected State officials, and elected county officials), 
and Senior Management Service Class. 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

Objectives 

Our audit was designed to assess whether Florida appropriately charged the Federal Government 
for the pension expenses of State agency employees.  Specifically, our audit objectives were to 
determine whether:  (1) funds, once designated as contributions to the Florida Retirement 
System, were used to pay pension expenses; and (2) retirement system contribution rates were 
reasonable based on actuarial projections. 

Scope 

Our audit covered the operation of the Florida Retirement System for the period July 1, 1999, 
through June 30, 2002. Fieldwork was performed at the offices of the Florida State Board of 
Administration, the Florida Office of Policy and Budget, the Florida Department of Management 
Services’ Division of Retirement, and at the Tallahassee and Atlanta offices of the OIG. 

We did not test the financial statements of the Florida Retirement System.  To the extent 
possible, we relied on the work of the Florida Auditor General’s Office.  The 1999, 2000, and 
2001 Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports for Florida, which were relied upon in this audit, 
were all audited by the Florida Auditor General’s Office and given an unqualified opinion.  We 
have used unaudited data where noted in this report for periods subsequent to June 30, 2002, in 
order to determine the current impact of any findings.  In addition, we relied on the calculations 
of Florida’s actuarial firm of Milliman USA f/k/a Milliman & Robertson, Inc., which attested to 
performing an actuarial valuation of the Florida Retirement System in accordance with the 
principles of practice prescribed by the American Academy of Actuaries. 

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. 

On March 14, 2003, we issued a draft report to Florida for comment.  On April 14, 2003, we 
received the State’s written comments to the draft report.  On April 17, 2003, we held an exit 
conference with State officials. 
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Methodology 

We met with State officials to: 

• 	 discuss the process by which payroll contributions are collected and forwarded to the 
Florida Retirement System; 

• 	 obtain actuarial reports, financial statements, correspondence, and other retirement 
system contribution related material;  

• 	 discuss the process by which retirement system contributions are collected and plan 
investments made, and to gather financial information regarding retirement system 
assets; and 

• 	 discuss the Federal participation percentage among State agencies participating in the 
retirement system. 

We also held discussions with representatives from Milliman USA, the actuarial firm for the 
Florida Retirement System and with Buck Consultants, the consulting/peer review actuarial firm.  
Buck Consultants annually reviewed the assumptions Milliman USA used in its actuarial 
calculations. 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATION 

With regard to our first objective, we found that Florida used funds designated as retirement 
contributions during the 3 years ended June 30, 2002, solely to pay pension-related expenses.  
With regard to our second objective, we found that these contributions were in excess of the 
amounts reasonable and necessary to fully fund benefits.  Florida has maintained a surplus 
relating to State-agency contributions totaling about $3 billion ($267 million Federal share). 

Florida attributes the surplus primarily to exceptional investment performance and has taken 
several steps to reduce the surplus. However, the rate stabilization mechanism established by 
Florida’s State legislature prevents the entire surplus from being available for contribution rate 
reductions or benefit enhancements.  We believe the long-term continuation of this surplus 
continues to violate the Federal cost principle contained in Section C.1.a. of OMB Circular A-87, 
Attachment A that requires costs:  “Be necessary and reasonable for proper and efficient 
performance and administration of Federal awards.” 

ACTUARIAL SURPLUS OF $12.9 BILLION 

At July 1, 2002, the actuarial value of assets in the Florida Retirement System exceeded actuarial 
accrued liabilities by $12.9 billion. 
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The actuarial liability is that portion of the actuarial present value of projected benefits that will 
not be paid by future employer normal costs or member contributions.  The difference between 
this liability and funds accumulated as of the same date is referred to as the unfunded actuarial 
accrued liability.  If the difference is negative, the excess of the funds accumulated over the 
liabilities is referred to as the surplus.  The table below shows that the Florida Retirement System 
had a surplus starting in 1998, and the surplus increased in percentage amount for the next  
2 years and in dollar amount for each of the next 3 years. 

Schedule of Florida Retirement 
System Surplus 1998 - 2002 

(Dollars in Thousands) 
7/1/1998 7/1/1999 7/1/2000 7/1/2001 7/1/2002 

Actuarial Accrued Liability $63,205,829 $68,575,249 $74,948,950 $80,993,718 $86,469,774 
Actuarial Value of Assets $66,997,227 $77,795,313 $88,503,838 $95,517,948 $99,405,677 
Unfunded Actuarial Accrued Liability ($3,791,398) ($9,220,064) ($13,554,888) ($14,524,230) ($12,935,903) 

Funded Ratio 106.00% 113.45% 118.09% 117.93% 114.96% 

Any funded ratio above 100 percent represents a surplus of assets over liabilities.  Variations 
between actuarial expectations and actual experience occur constantly in retirement systems, and 
in the case of the Florida Retirement System’s positive experience (actuarial gains) occurred 
consistently throughout the 1990s. 

Exceptional Investment Performance – Primary Cause of Initial Surplus 

Exceptional investment performance was the primary cause of the initial surplus.  During the 
1990s, the Florida Retirement System benefited from experience that exceeded actuarial 
expectations. For the period of our audit, the retirement system used an expected rate of return 
on investments of 8 percent.  However, for the 10-year period ending June 30, 2001, the 
annualized total fund investment performance was 12.2 percent, over 50 percent higher than 
actuarial expectations for a decade. 

The assumptions used in the actuarial calculations by Florida’s primary actuary were reviewed 
annually by a separate consulting actuary, and have generally been found to be reasonable.  The 
data we reviewed during our audit revealed that the investment returns the State experienced in 
the 1990s were generally unanticipated. State officials described this as an extraordinary event 
that is unlikely to recur.  Note that the market return on investments for the years ended July 1, 
2001, and July 1, 2002 were a negative 6.93 and 7.62 percent, respectively. 

What Florida Has Done to Address the Surplus 

Florida has taken steps to address the surplus.  The first step was to improve benefits among 
various categories of participants and beneficiaries.  The State offset a portion of the surplus by 
increasing benefits. For example, in Fiscal Year 2000, the State granted a 12 percent benefit 
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increase for certain Special Risk retirees and beneficiaries.  This change reduced the surplus by 
approximately $283 million. 

Second, Florida reduced employer contribution rates.  For example, the contribution rate as a 
percent of salary for the “regular” class of participants dropped from 15.51 percent for the year 
ended June 30, 1999, to 6.09 percent for the year ended June 30, 2002.  The current contribution 
rate for the “regular” class of participants in the retirement system is 4.5 percent of salary.1 

The increase in benefits had the effect of reducing the surplus and the reduction in the 
contribution rate helped limit the growth of the surplus.  Both of these actions did not result in 
the Federal Government overpaying for pension expenses for State employees.  However, the 
third step, the establishment of a rate stabilization mechanism, has resulted in Federal programs 
contributing on a year-to-year basis more than necessary to fully fund the pension costs of State 
agency employees. 

Rate Stabilization Mechanism 

Florida implemented a rate stabilization mechanism that has the effect of retaining the actuarial 
surplus in the Florida Retirement System over time. 

The rate stabilization mechanism was created when Florida House Bill 2393 was enacted by the 
2000 Legislature and signed into law by the Governor. This mechanism has been codified into 
Title X, Section 121.031 of Florida Statutes. 

Section 121.031 actually has two mechanisms that would serve the purpose of stabilizing 
contribution rates. The first mechanism is contained in 121.031(3)(a), which requires the 
valuation of assets to be based on a 5-year averaging methodology such as that specified in the 
United States Department of Treasury Regulations, 26 Code of Federal Regulations 1.412(c)(2)-
1, or a similar accepted approach designed to reduce fluctuations in asset values. 

To see the effect of this mechanism, note that the actuarial value of assets (as shown in the Table 
on page 5) continued to rise over the last 2 years while the rates of return on investments have 
been negative. By minimizing the variation in asset values from year-to-year, the 5-year market 
smoothing process results in less variation in required contribution rates.  This is a commonly 
used and accepted method of rate stabilization. 

The second stabilization mechanism, described in Section 121.031(3)(f), requires a modification 
of the actuarial model used to determine the adequate level of funding for the Florida Retirement 
System.  In various printed material, the State described this mechanism as “similar in principle 
to the State’s Rainy Day Fund”, with goals of “providing contribution rate stability in the face of 
unexpected economic stress”.  The rate stabilization mechanism establishes a tiered approach to 
utilizing the actuarial surplus within the Florida Retirement System.  Under the rate stabilization 

  These numbers represent contributions only for the “regular” class of participant.  Contribution rates vary 
considerably from class to class. 
1
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mechanism all actuarial surpluses in excess of 15 percent over actuarial liabilities are available 
for rate reduction. To the extent that actuarial surpluses are less than 15 percent over actuarial 
liabilities, the mechanism explicitly restricts a portion of the surplus, making it unavailable for 
rate reductions. 

In developing the rate stabilization mechanism, two of the policy issues addressed by Florida 
were how large the reserve should be allowed to grow, and how quickly the reserves should be 
used up through contribution rate reductions. While the “reserves” referred to in the State’s 
printed material clearly refer to Florida Retirement System assets, and remain within the 
retirement system until used, they represent a pre-funding of benefits that have not yet accrued to 
retirement system participants (See Florida’s Response and OIG Comment section below for 
further discussion). The specific operation of the rate stabilization mechanism is described in the 
Florida statute as shown in Appendix B. 

In our opinion, the restriction on the use of the actuarial surplus that is imposed by the rate 
stabilization mechanism is not reasonable.  OMB Circular A-87, Attachment A, Section C.1 
prohibits States from charging the Federal Government for costs that are not reasonable and 
necessary. Specifically, Section C.1.a. states that to be allowable under Federal awards, costs 
must be necessary and reasonable for the proper and efficient performance and administration of 
Federal awards. Subsequent to the implementation of the rate stabilization mechanism, the 
Florida Retirement System has not set its contribution rates at a level that is reasonable and 
necessary. 

Even though Florida does not expect a repeat of extraordinary returns on investment that 
occurred in the 1990s, and has taken steps described above to reduce the surplus, we believe that 
the continuing surplus, and the rate stabilization mechanism that was enacted to perpetuate the 
surplus, have resulted in Federal programs being overcharged for pension costs for State 
employees.  Further actions are needed to insure that Federal programs do not continue to be 
overcharged for pension costs. 

Calculation of Federal Participation Rate 

We determined the relative portion of the Florida Retirement System that State agencies 
comprise.  The retirement system had 811 participating employers as of June 30, 2001, only 53 
of which were State agencies.  Participating employers also included district school boards, 
community colleges, county agencies, and cities, among others.  While these other employers 
may have received some Federal monies, review of their participation was outside the scope of 
this audit. 

For the year beginning July 1, 2002, the most current year, State agency contributions were 
expected to make up 23.4861 percent of all contributions to the Florida Retirement System.  The 
surplus in the retirement system as of July 1, 2002, was $12,935,903,000.  Multiplying these 
figures gives an approximate State agency-related portion of the surplus of $3,038,139,114.   
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During the course of our audit we tried to obtain actual salary expenditure data for employees 
working on Federal programs.  However, Florida did not maintain records documenting the 
Federal portion of salary expenditures.  Therefore, in our draft report, we based our calculation 
on a weighted average of Federal expenditures to total expenditures for selected contributing 
agencies to the Florida Retirement System.  In its response to our draft report, the State proposed 
an alternative calculation based on appropriated salary data rather than on total expenditures.  
See page 10 of this report for a discussion of the State’s comments and this revised approach. 

We developed an estimated Federal participation rate of 8.79 percent using the methodology that 
the State suggested.  Based on this Federal participation rate, we estimate that the Federal portion 
of the Florida Retirement System surplus relating only to State agency contributions is 
$267,138,120. 

RECOMMENDATION 

We recommend that Florida reduce contribution rates to a level necessary to, on a long-term 
basis, fully fund pension expenses, including amending as necessary its “rate stabilization 
mechanism” contained in Florida Statute, section 121.031(3)(f).  As an alternative, Florida may 
repay $267,138,120 to the Federal Government.  If the State repays this amount, it will also need 
to identify and pay the Federal share of excess contributions for participating employers who 
were not one of the 53 State agencies we reviewed (among others, this would include district 
school boards, community colleges, and cities). 

Florida’s Response – OIG Incorrectly Interpreted OMB Circular A-87 

In written comments to the draft report, State officials generally disagreed with our findings and 
recommendations.  State officials contended that the: 

(1) OIG misinterpreted OMB Circular A-87 in that A-87 excludes pension reserves that are 
computed using acceptable actuarial cost methods.  State officials reasoned that since there 
are no contributions made separately for a reserve, nor is any portion of the pension reserve 
segregated from the pension system, Florida’s reserve does not fall within the definition of a 
contingency reserve; 

(2) draft report proposes an enforcement action that would impose immediate and full 
recognition of all net actuarial gains in contravention of generally accepted accounting 
principles, actuarial practice and OMB rules; 

(3) rate stabilization method approved by the Legislature to gradually use some of the surplus to 
maintain a stable contribution rate seems reasonable and is used by other pension systems; 
and 

(4) Florida Retirement System is not currently over funded.  	At this point in time there are not 
sufficient assets to pay all promised benefits for current participants when future benefit 
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accruals are recognized. The reserve only means that retirement system is ahead of its 
previously established funding schedule. 

OIG Comments – OIG Incorrectly Interpreted OMB Circular A-87 

(1) Rather than relying on the allowability of contingency reserves or the rules concerning 
pension costs, we have clarified in the report that Florida’s treatment of the surplus is not in 
accordance with the general principles of reasonableness and necessity contained in the 
Attachment A of the Circular.  The rate stabilization mechanism that was enacted has 
resulted in Federal programs contributing on a year-to-year basis more than necessary to 
fully fund the pension costs of State agency employees.  In response to Florida’s comments, 
we have revised our references to OMB Circular A-87. 

To restate our position, the assets that are set aside and are not available for current rate 
reduction or benefit enhancement as a result of the rate stabilization mechanism, remain 
within the Florida Retirement System.  We have not implied that there were separate 
contributions to a reserve. We have also noted that the surplus originated primarily as the 
result of investment performance exceeding expectations, not due to excessive contributions 
to fund a “reserve.” 

Among other things, the State's annual actuarial reports spell out how much of the surplus is 
available for rate reduction, one example of which is cited in Appendix B of this report. 
Contribution rates for the Florida retirement System are set by statute and consist of a normal 
cost contribution and an unfunded liability contribution.  Since the retirement system has a 
negative unfunded liability, the contribution rates have reflected a reduction from the normal 
cost contribution in recent years. The modification in the contribution rate calculation 
methodology enacted by the 2000 Legislature prevents the use of the entire surplus for 
purposes of this reduction. 

(2) The OIG recommendations provide the State with alternative methods of compliance.  	The 
State can either reduce future contributions or refund the Federal portion of overpayments.  
The OIG does not propose that the State recognize all actuarial gains immediately. 

(3) With respect to the reasonableness of the rate stabilization mechanism, we acknowledge the 
benefit that such a mechanism has provided for State budgeting purposes by reducing 
contribution rate volatility. However, we do not believe that a mechanism that retains 
surpluses within the Florida Retirement System for future years can be reconciled with the 
requirements of A-87, and thus disagree with the State that the mechanism is reasonable from 
a Federal cost perspective. 

(4) We agree that the Florida Retirement System does not have enough funds to pay for all 
retirement benefits that current employees will accrue during the remaining course of their 
employment.  We would not expect the State to have funded these additional pension 
benefits that have not yet accrued.  The term “fully funded” is often applied to a system 
where contributions at the normal cost rate are completely adequate to pay for the benefits of 
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all existing employees. More often than not, systems are not fully funded, either because 
benefit improvements in the past have not been fully paid for, or because actuarial 
deficiencies have occurred due to experience that has not been as favorable as anticipated.  
Under these circumstances, an unfunded actuarial liability exists.  For the Florida Retirement 
System, no unfunded actuarial liability has existed for the past five years, and the retirement 
system is “fully funded”.  It is our position that under A-87, it is not reasonable or necessary 
to fund benefits that will accrue in future years during the current year.   

Florida’s Comments and OIG Response – Federal Participation Rate 

Florida cannot readily break down the amount of salary and benefit expenditures between 
Federal and non-Federal sources. Therefore, we based our draft report calculation of the Federal 
participation rate on total expenditures.  Subsequent to our issuing the draft report, the State 
developed a Federal participation rate based on the ratio of Federal funds appropriated for 
salaries and benefits for State employees for a given fiscal year to total appropriated funds.  The 
State requested we consider this alternative methodology. 

We noted that the State used appropriated amounts in computing its estimate of Federal 
participation, and that differences in appropriated amounts versus actual expenditures may have 
an impact on the Federal participation rate.  As part of our review of the State’s calculation, we 
determined that the Federal participation rate that resulted from the State’s methodology 
remained relatively consistent for all 3 years of our audit period (9.33 percent, 8.73 percent, and 
8.79 percent for the years ended June 30, 2000, through June 30, 2002, respectively).  These 
percentages are slightly less than the percentages for Federal participation originally calculated 
by the State (9.39 percent, 8.80 percent, and 8.87 percent for the same 3 years respectively).  The 
difference is due to revised data provided by the State with respect to actual agency contributions 
to the Florida Retirement System for the years in question. 

We also compared total agency expenditures with agency appropriations for the same time 
periods and determined that expenditures did not vary significantly from appropriations.  We 
could not compare appropriated Federal salaries and benefits with actual Federal salaries and 
benefits on an agency-by-agency basis, because the State does not maintain records that show 
actual Federal salaries and benefits on an agency-by-agency basis. 

After reviewing the State's calculated federal participation rate and determining that it appears to 
be supportable, consistent, and reasonable, we modified the federal participation rate based on 
the State's calculation.  Accordingly, we have made appropriate changes to the final report. 

Final determinations as to actions taken on all matters reported will be made by the Department 
of Health and Human Services (HHS) action official named below.  We request that you respond 
to the HHS action official within 30 days from the date of this letter.  Your response should 
present any comments or additional information that you believe may have a bearing on the final 
determination. 



Page 11 –Mr. Bill Simon, Secretary 

In accordance with the principles of the Freedom of Information Act (Public Law 90-23), OIG 
reports issued to the Department's grantees and contractors are made available, if requested, to 
members of the press and general public to the extent information contained therein is not 
subject to exemptions in the Act which the Department chooses to exercise.  (See 45 Code of 
Federal Regulations part 5.) 

To facilitate identification, please refer to report number A-04-02-00012 in all correspondence 
relating to this report. 

Sincerely, 

Charles J. Curtis 
Regional Inspector General 
for Audit Services, Region IV 

Direct Reply to HHS Action Official: 

William G. Logan 
Director, Mid-Atlantic Office 
Division of Cost Allocation 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
Wilbur Cohen Building, Room 1067 
330 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20201 
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Appendix B 

Operation of the Rate Stabilization Mechanism as Described in 
Florida Statute Section 121.031(3)(f) 

…(f) The actuarial model used to determine the adequate level of funding for the 
Florida Retirement System shall include a specific rate stabilization mechanism, 
as prescribed herein. It is the intent of the Legislature to maintain as a reserve a 
specific portion of any actuarial surplus, and to use such reserve for the purpose 
of offsetting future unfunded liabilities caused by experience losses, thereby 
minimizing the risk of future increases in contribution rates. It is further the intent 
of the Legislature that the use of any excess above the reserve to offset retirement 
system normal costs shall be in a manner that will allow system employers to plan 
appropriately for resulting cost reductions and subsequent cost increases. The rate 
stabilization mechanism shall operate as follows: 

1. The actuarial surplus shall be the value of actuarial assets over actuarial 
liabilities, as is determined on the preceding June 30 or as may be estimated on 
the preceding December 31 

2. The full amount of any experience loss shall be offset, to the extent possible, by 
any actuarial surplus. 

3. If the actuarial surplus exceeds 5 percent of actuarial liabilities, one-half of 
the excess may be used to offset total retirement system costs. In addition, if the 
actuarial surplus exceeds 10 percent of actuarial liabilities, an additional one-
fourth of the excess above 10 percent may be used to offset total retirement system 
costs. In addition, if the actuarial surplus exceeds 15 percent of actuarial 
liabilities, an additional one-fourth of the excess above 15 percent may be used to 
offset total retirement system costs. 

4. Any surplus amounts available to offset total retirement system costs pursuant 
to subparagraph 3. should be amortized each year over a 10-year rolling period 
on a level-dollar basis... 

As an example of the operation of this mechanism for the current year, note that the Florida 
Retirement System funded percentage as of July 1, 2002, is 114.96 percent (See Table on page 
5). As stated in the actuarial valuation of the retirement system as of July 1, 2002, “After the rate 
stabilization mechanism is applied to the $12.9 billion surplus, approximately $5.4 billion is 
available for contribution rate reduction, or other retirement system uses.  The surplus pursuant 
to Florida law is amortized over 10 years….”  The remaining $7.5 billion also stays in the 
retirement system, but is not available in the current year for these same purposes.   



This report was prepared under the direction of Charles J. Curtis, Regional Inspector 
General for Audit Services. Other principal Office of Audit Services staff that 
contributed included: 

John T. Drake, Sr., Audit Manager 
Truman Mayfield, Senior Auditor 
Deana Baggett, Auditor-in-Charge 

Jon Crowder, Audit Director, Headquarters, Grants and Internal Activities 
Karen Young, Audit Manager, Headquarters, Grants and Internal Activities 

Technical Assistance 
Sue Bolin, Audio Visual Support Specialist 
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